
We use our will to We use our will to 
pay attention.pay attention.

We use our will We use our will 
to stay focused to stay focused 
and shake off and shake off 
distractions!distractions!
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Th
ings You Need to Succeed

Mashíyyat means “Will”

Will power is inner strength or 
volition. We use will power to get 
tough things done. We also use 

our will when we resist temptations 
or urges that could distract us or get 
us in to trouble. A big bonus when using 

will power is that it feels 
really good to do the right thing! 

What is one way you can strengthen your will power? 
____________________________________________

________________________________________________
 
How did you use your will power recently?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________
 
When can using will power help you grow spiritually?
____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

“Resolve to gain the 

“Resolve to gain the victory over your 
victory over your own selves.” 

own selves.” ~ Bahá’u’lláh 
~ Bahá’u’lláh 

Month 11 Month 11 MASHÍYYAT
MASHÍYYAT
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“The attainment of any object is conditioned upon “The attainment of any object is conditioned upon 
knowledge, volition and action.” ~ ‘Abdu’l-Baháknowledge, volition and action.” ~ ‘Abdu’l-Bahá

Gems Kids Talk

SOO: SOO: Alláh-u-Abhá everyone! The Feast of Mashíyyat or will power is here. 
We need will power to do difficult things. If I’m scared or don’t want to do 
something difficult, I use my will power. I use it every time I stand up in class.  I am 
determined to push past my fears and bad attitudes. Now, that’s WILL POWER! 

OLINGA:OLINGA: I use my will power when I have to take out the garbage. It stinks! Ha 
ha! When I practice my saxophone it hurts my mouth. But I need to practice if I 
want to get good at it. I really don’t like homework. Some of my friends’ get to 
play before homework and that’s a big distraction for me. It makes it hard to 
stay focused on studying. But I try to stay positive about my responsibilities. That 
makes it easier to focus and get things done.

DOROTHY:DOROTHY: I know what free will means. It means we have a choice. Like when 
you really want someone’s new toy – but you don’t touch it without asking. If we 
think about the Teachings from God, and choose to obey them, our free will grows 
stronger. We get closer to doing God’s Will. The only way to make a better world is 
to choose the kinds of things that are noble and that benefit all.

FAIZI:FAIZI: Let’s use our 
fingers! One, we are 
RESOLVED to do what it 
takes to solve problems. 
Two, we are DETERMINED 
to keep going and not 
change our minds. Three, 
we use COURAGE to conquer 
our fears. Four, we are 
PERSISTENT, and we never 
give up. Five, we try our best 
to RESIST urges and avoid 
distractions. And this is how 
we grow stronger WILL POWER!
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We use our will to be generous We use our will to be generous 
and do nice things for others.and do nice things for others.
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“Resolve to gain the victory over your own selves.” “Resolve to gain the victory over your own selves.” 
~ Bahá’u’lláh ~ Bahá’u’lláh 

Gems 10-Word Crossword

RESIST
ACTIONS
COURAGE
WILL
RESOLVE

STRIVE
WILLPOWER
STRONG
MASHIYYAT
WEAK

Word Bank

Down:
1. firm determination needed to finish a task
2. deeds or ___ are needed to achieve goals
4. ___ is the opposite of strong
8. when your willpower is ___ difficult things are 

done

Across:
3. the 11th Bahá’í month
4. God gave us free ___ so that we can choose to 

do His Will
5. ability to face your fears
6. to make a great effort
7. to get things done one must ___ temptations
9. we need ___ to do difficult things

http://www.MineRichinGems.com


We use our will and determination We use our will and determination 
to do difficult things.to do difficult things.
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“The attainment of any object is conditioned upon “The attainment of any object is conditioned upon 
knowledge, volition and action.” ~ ‘Abdu’l-Baháknowledge, volition and action.” ~ ‘Abdu’l-Bahá

Gems 10-Word Word Search

RESIST
ACTION
COURAGE
WILL

RESOLVE
STRIVE

WEAK

WILLPOWER
STRONG
MASHIYYAT

Word Bank

http://www.MineRichinGems.com


We use our will to be We use our will to be 
patient when we might feel patient when we might feel 

disappointed.disappointed.
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“Resolve to gain the victory over your own selves.” “Resolve to gain the victory over your own selves.” 
~ Bahá’u’lláh ~ Bahá’u’lláh 

Gems 15-Word Crossword

Word Bank
RESIST
ACTIONS
COURAGE
WILL
RESOLVE

STRIVE
WILLPOWER
STRONG
MASHIYYAT
WEAK

FOCUS
VOLITION
KNOWLEDGE
BEHAVIOR
CHOICE

Down:
1. one’s selection
2. willpower is used to ___ our attention
3. ___ is one’s actions towards others
4. ___ is the ability to face your fears
5. the power of using one’s will
8. Bahá’í month that means willpower
9. to make a great effort
11. when your willpower is ___ 

difficult things are done
12. God gave us free ___
13. to get things done one must ___ 

temptations

Across:
6. ___ is firm determination and it 

is needed to finish a difficult task
7. we need ___ to do difficult 

things
10. deeds or ___ are needed to 

achieve goals
12. the opposite of strong
14. facts and information

http://www.MineRichinGems.com


We use our will to remain We use our will to remain 
flexible when things change.flexible when things change.
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“The attainment of any object is conditioned upon “The attainment of any object is conditioned upon 
knowledge, volition and action.” ~ ‘Abdu’l-Baháknowledge, volition and action.” ~ ‘Abdu’l-Bahá

Gems 15-Word Word Search

Word Bank
RESIST
ACTIONS
COURAGE
WILL
RESOLVE

STRIVE
WILLPOWER
STRONG
MASHIYYAT
WEAK

FOCUS
VOLITION
KNOWLEDGE
BEHAVIOR
CHOICE
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Use the spaces to unscramble key words for this month!

We use our We use our 
will to say no will to say no 
when there is when there is 
pressure to pressure to 
do something do something 
we know is we know is 

not right.not right.
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“Resolve to gain the victory over your own selves.” “Resolve to gain the victory over your own selves.” 
~ Bahá’u’lláh ~ Bahá’u’lláh 

Gems 19-Word Word Scramble
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We use our will to keep trying even if it feels like a heavy load.We use our will to keep trying even if it feels like a heavy load.
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“The attainment of any object is conditioned upon “The attainment of any object is conditioned upon 
knowledge, volition and action.” ~ ‘Abdu’l-Baháknowledge, volition and action.” ~ ‘Abdu’l-Bahá

Gems 20-Word Word Search

Word Bank
RESIST
ACTION
COURAGE
WILL
RESOLVE
STRIVE
WILLPOWER
STRONG
MASHIYYAT
WEAK
FOCUS
VOLITION
KNOWLEDGE
BEHAVIOR
CHOICE
STRONG
INNER STRENGTH
PERSEVERANCE
ENTHUSIASM
DETERMINATION

http://www.MineRichinGems.com


We use our will to be brave We use our will to be brave 
when we are feeling scared.when we are feeling scared.
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“Resolve to gain the victory over your “Resolve to gain the victory over your 
own selves.” ~ Bahá’u’lláh own selves.” ~ Bahá’u’lláh 

Gems 25-Word Crossword

Word Bank
RESIST
ACTION
COURAGE
WILL
RESOLVE
STRIVE
WILLPOWER

STRONG
MASHIYYAT
WEAK
DETERMINATION
SELF DISCIPLINE
PERSEVERANCE
KNOWLEDGE

BEHAVIOR
ENTHUSIASM
PURPOSEFUL
INNER STRENGTH
STRONG
CHOICE
FOCUS

VOLITION
CREATIVITY
RESTRAIN
DECIDE

Down:
1. continuance of action
2. one’s actions toward others
3. the ability to control one’s 

feelings
4. firm determination needed to finish a 

difficult task
6. ability to face your fears
8. come to a resolution
9. selecting
12. God gave us free ___
13. eager interest
17. to get things done one 

must ___ temptations
18. showing determination and resolve
19. we need ___ to do difficult things
20. Bahá’í month that means willpower
23. the power of using one’s will

Across:
5. the opposite of strong
7. deeds or ___ are needed to achieve goals
10. when your willpower is ___ difficult things are done
11. the use the imagination
14. steadfastness in doing something
15. facts and information
16. resoluteness of will
21. keep under control
22. firmness of purpose (strength of mind)
24. willpower is used to ___ our interest to reach our goal
25. to make a great effort

http://www.MineRichinGems.com
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Gems Story & Fill-In-the-Blanks Challenge

Shoghi Effendi’s Will Power and Love
(Summarized for children from Ruhiyyih Khánum’s book, The Priceless Pearl, p. 243)

Shoghi Effendi was appointed by his grandfather, ‘Abdu’l-Bahá, to be the 
Guardian of the Bahá’í Faith. During Shoghi Effendi’s Guardianship he 

did everything possible to protect and strengthen the Bahá’í Faith. 
He helped the friends everywhere with plans for expansion and 
consolidation. He wrote many books to help the friends understand 
the mission of Bahá’u’lláh. He wrote thousands of letters to 
encourage the friends personally. He kept he Bahá’í gardens open 
for pilgrims. He made sure that the Bahá’í monuments in the 
Holy Land were made beautiful and maintained. The Shrine of 

The Báb is one. The Shrine of Bahá’u’lláh at Bahji is another. These 
things and many more were started and maintained by Shoghi Effendi 

through his knowledge, faith, will power and love for the Cause of God.

Fill in the Blanks below to learn about Shoghi Effendi’s amazing work ethic. This summary 
is based on a letter written by Shoghi Effendi’s wife, Ruhiyyih Khánum. Read the full letter 
at bahai.org/documents/essays/ruhiyyih-khanum-ferraby-john/passing-shoghi-effendi

Shoghi Effendi worked from early __________ until dark. He often spent more than __________ 

hours on his feet. Day after __________ and month after month he __________ and helped 

with the work. Not all work was his __________, but he was __________ to ensure the work 

was done __________ and economically. There was no one else with the __________ and 

stamina it required. No one could take his place. It was with tireless __________ and resolute 

__________ that Shoghi Effendi made the Holy Places at the Word Centre that we see today. 

“We must supplicate Bahá’u’lláh to assist us to overcome the failings in “We must supplicate Bahá’u’lláh to assist us to overcome the failings in 
our own characters, and also exert our own will power in mastering our own characters, and also exert our own will power in mastering 

ourselves.” ~ Shoghi Effendi ourselves.” ~ Shoghi Effendi 

ANSWER KEY:   Shoghi Effendi worked from early MORNING until dark. He often spent more than EIGHT hours on his feet. Day after DAY 
and month after month he DIRECTED and helped with the work. Not all work was his JOB, but he was DETERMINED to ensure the work was done 
QUICKLY and economically. There was no one else with the PERSEVERANCE and stamina it required. No one could take his place. It was with 
tireless DETERMINATION and resolute WILL POWER that Shoghi Effendi made the Holy Places at the Word Centre that we see today. 

Word Bank
DAY
DIRECTED 

QUICKLY 
JOB

EIGHT
WILL POWER 

DETERMINATION
DETERMINED

PERSEVERANCE 
MORNING 

http://www.MineRichinGems.com
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You will need

What to do
1. Wash fruit thoroughly. 
2. Cut watermelon in half, or about 5” - 6” 

from the vine end. Place flat side down on 
platter. 

3. Peel and slice larger fruits like the 
remaining watermelon, cantelope, honey 
dew, and pineapple. We recommend 
making your slices at least a half-inch thick.

4. Use cookie cutters or other devices to make 
fun shapes out of those slices of fruit. We 
made hearts, flowers, stars, and moons! 
What will you make?

5. Press several fruit shapes on to the sharp 
end of the skewers, leaving an inch or so at 
each end. You can add 
fruits to each skewer in 
the same order or mix 
it up!

6. Press the sharp end of 
the skewer into the rind 
of the upside down 
watermelon. 

7. Optional: Mix up your 
honey-yogurt dip and 
garnish with fresh mint!

• one whole watermelon
• fruits like strawberries, cantelope, pineapple, 

kiwi, grapes, and honeydew melon
• skewers
• platter large enough to hold watermelon
• large knife to cut watermelon
• smaller knife, cookie cutters, melon-ballers or 

other cutting tools

• Optional: yogurt,  
honey, and fresh 
mint to make a 
sweet refreshing 
dipping sauce!

Fruit-Kabob-Cake!

We use our will to make healthy foods!We use our will to make healthy foods!

Gems Snacks

http://www.MineRichinGems.com
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You will need

What to do
1. Trace your hands with a pencil on a large 

sheet of paper. You can place your hands 
near or far from each other, with fingers 
spread or together, straight or bent. 
Whatever you feel like! 

2. Next draw energy lines and power shapes 
in the blank spaces. Fill the whole page 
to the edges. Make your lines curvy or 
straight. Add fun details like fingernails 
and jewelry. You can erase some pencil 
lines to merge shapes together too!

3. Add will power words! Here are some: 
vision, resolve, determination, courage, 
persistence, tenacity, enthusiasm, resist 
distractions and temptations. Can you 
think of more? Use big or small letters of 
any style. You can follow the curves or 
write inside the shapes.

4. Color in the shapes and add decorations. 
Trace your lines and letters with marker or 
glitter glue to make them stand out. You 
can also glue bits of colored tissue paper 
and other things to add textrure and 
interest. 

5. Hang your poster as a beautiful reminder 
of the powerful will power inside of you!

• large drawing paper
• pencil
• crayons, markers, and/or 

paints
• scissors

• glue and/or tape
• decorative bits like colored 

tissue paper, leaves, 
flowers, glitter glue, 
stickers, and ribbon

Will Power Poster!

Did you have fun making a snack and doing this craft? We would LOVE to see your 
Fruit Kabob Cake and your Will Power Poster! Tag us on Facebook 
@MineRichInGems.IPG, or on Instagram @MineRichInGems_IPG 

You can also email us at MineRichInGems.IPG@gmail.com.

We use our will to get creative!We use our will to get creative!

Gems Arts & Crafts

http://www.MineRichinGems.com
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We use our will to hang in there when We use our will to hang in there when 
things are not going well.things are not going well.

Gems Suggestions
Story!

From a Drop to an Ocean by Sherveen Lotfi 
Read about how Hand of the Cause, Mr. Enoch Olinga, 
used his will to transform from a tiny drop to an ocean!
core-curriculum.bahai.us/downloads/stories/
bah3sbks/SBK_BH3_pp118-121.pdf 

Music!
Emily of Nine Pointed Star Music produced 
this lovely Mix - Bahá’í Song Mashup! Sing along 
to these special prayers in English, Setswana, and 
Spanish. Check out more of Nine Pointed Star’s 
inspirational songs on her YouTube channel.
youtube.com/watch?v=EkIEmWSOe-4 

The Fund
“Any Bahá’í can give to the Cause’s 

Funds, adult or child… ” ~ From 
a letter written on behalf of the 
Guardian on February 12, 1949

See you next month!
Love, The Gems Kids
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